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=============== Smb Resource Scanner is an easy-touse application that will help you find open SMB shared
resources. It checks computers only with open NBT ports,
that allows you quickly scan large IP-ranges. Your IP
scanner can now detect shared resources (SMB, FTP, HTTP,
MySql, Oracle) on a network. With our new NBT engine,
you can check quickly if a PC is open to a certain resource.
We have added support for all standard SMB, FTP, HTTP,
MySql, Oracle, Samba servers. Visit our website: Smb
Resource Scanner Requirements:
=============================== This application
needs the following modules: * libnet.dll * netapi32.dll *
samba.dll * smb.dll * spoolss.dll * snmp.dll * wininet.dll *
libieee.dll Detection method can be: * SNMP * NBT *
Banner Grab Currently only SNMP support is provided.
How to detect if a SMB Server is open:
==================================== NBT
stands for Network-Based Traffic. It is used to detect open
resources on a network. Simply put, NBT is a traffic analysis
protocol that will help you detect open ports on a computer
network. The NBT Engine is a software development kit that
is able to analyze and detect network traffic. It was written
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by myself. There is no other way to check computers for
open ports that do not use NBT. How to get NBT support:
======================= In order to use the NBT
Engine, you need to download and install the latest source
code from the Downloads section. You can compile the code
yourself or simply download a precompiled version from our
website. You can use a Windows 2000+ SDK to compile the
source code. You can use a Windows 2003+ SDK to
compile the source code. If you use a different SDK, you
have to download and install the latest SDK from the
Downloads section. When you compile the code you have to
link with the following library's: libnet.dll libnetapi.dll
samba.dll netapi32.dll spoolss.dll snmp.
Smb Resource Scanner Crack+

============= This software will help you in the
network scanning process. The software will periodically
perform a MAC-Address -to- Port mapping scan to detect
open SMB shared resources. This tool is easy to use and easy
to understand. Features: ========= - Scanning for more
than one port simultaneously. - Scanning in intervals. - Userfriendly interface. - Easy to use. - Super easy to use. Contact
the author via the Q&A forum: System Requirements:
=================== - Windows XP, Windows Vista,
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Windows 7, Windows 8. - 2.0 GHz Intel Celeron/Pentium
4/AMD Athlon Processor. - 50 MB of RAM. - 1 GB hard
drive space. - 50 MB available on the hard drive.
Installation: ============= - You can download a free
trial of this software. - You can freely explore the features
of the software. - The free version of this software can be
distributed without any limitation. - The free version of this
software can be used for 30 days without registration. Legal
Notice: ============== - All copyrights, trademarks and
proprietary rights are reserved by their respective owners.
What's new in this version:
========================== - Search for NBT
resources for remote IP addresses. - Added the possibility to
perform scans with other IP ranges simultaneously. - Fixed a
bug when scanning for NBT resources. - Fixed a bug when
scanning with a port different from 21. - Fixed a bug when
changing the port of the scan. - Improved the password
protection of Windows shares. - Improved the MAC - Port
pairing algorithm. - Added the possibility to disable
Windows default access rights on Windows servers. - Fixed
a bug when scanning with a port different from 21. - Fixed a
bug when saving scanned information. - Fixed a bug when
searching for resources. - Fixed a bug when saving scanned
information. - Improved scanning speed. - Improved userfriendliness. - Improved the password protection of
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Windows shares. - Improved the MAC - Port pairing
algorithm. - Improved the Scan history. - Improved scanning
speed. - Fixed a bug when searching for resources. - Fixed a
bug when saving scanned information. - Improved the
password protection of Windows shares. - Improved the
MAC - Port pairing 77a5ca646e
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-------- SmbResource Scanner is a simple program to check
for open SMB shared resources. It checks computers only
with open NBT ports, that allows you quickly scan large IPranges. It can check groups of computers. It allows you to
scan one or more computers at once, so you can take a look
at the resources of all of them. It keeps a log of what it
found. It has an overview of all discovered open shares. You
can specify what type of resource you want to scan for
(netbios, printer, CIFS, etc). This means that if you want to
scan for printer shares, you need to add "print" to the list of
resource types. It also has some basic filters, such as ports
and other filters. It will keep an overview of what resources
it finds (shares, printer, NFS, IP-Address, etc). Features:
-------- * Checks computers only with open NBT ports, that
allows you quickly scan large IP-ranges. * Checks computers
with network names and IP-addresses, so you can scan even
computers without internet access. * Quick scan of
100-1000 computers at once * Log of what it found *
Detailed overview of all discovered open shares * Basic
filters * Scan multiple computers (can check all computers
at once) * Group-Scan (can check computers in a group) *
Port filters, such as 80, 139, 445 * IP filtering: IPv4, IPv6 *
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Specify what type of resources to scan for (netbios, printer,
CIFS, etc) * Specify what type of resource you want to scan
for (printer, printer2, netbios, etc) * Scan a specific
computer, IP-address or computer groups * Scan multiple IPaddresses (can check both LANs) * Scan a range of IPaddresses (can check both LANs) * Scan a range of IPaddresses (can check both LANs) * Scan a range of IPaddresses (can check both LANs) * Scan a range of IPaddresses (can check both LANs) * List of IP-addresses that
contain "SMB" or "SMB2" protocols * List of IP-addresses
that contain "SMB" or "SMB2" protocols * List of IPaddresses that contain "
What's New In Smb Resource Scanner?

Smb Resource Scanner is an easy-to-use application that will
help you find open SMB shared resources. It checks
computers only with open NBT ports, that allows you
quickly scan large IP-ranges. It takes advantage of Windows
Server 2008+ Active Directory and DNS to find open SMB
ports and share names. It supports both Windows and Linux
hosts. The software is made with users in mind. So it does
not display the list of discovered resource names and
passwords. It only displays open ports, which let you know
whether the discovered resources are safe or not. The list of
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discovered resource names and passwords is stored locally
and never sent over the network. It does not communicate
with any other devices and helps prevent the risk of being
monitored by network administrators. The user interface is
designed for usability. It has a clean layout. The main
window has the left pane listing discovered resources and the
right one showing the discovered port numbers. You can
scan only some IP ranges, check Windows and Linux hosts,
use a proxy, as well as filter host list by name, IP or URL. It
supports Windows and Linux hosts. It takes advantage of
Windows Server 2008+ Active Directory and DNS to find
open SMB ports and share names. You can choose the port
range to be scanned (25, 139, 445, 139 or 445) and
determine whether to scan only open SMB resources or not.
You can also choose whether to list discovered names and
passwords or not. The software is made with users in mind.
So it does not display the list of discovered resource names
and passwords. It only displays open ports, which let you
know whether the discovered resources are safe or not. The
list of discovered resource names and passwords is stored
locally and never sent over the network. It does not
communicate with any other devices and helps prevent the
risk of being monitored by network administrators. Support both local and remote resource scans.- Ability to
scan both windows and Linux hosts.- You can specify the
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number of hosts you want to scan.- Ability to specify an IP
range to be scanned.- Choose between local or remote
resource scans.- Specify a proxy server.- Use a proxy
server.- Specify whether to list discovered names and
passwords or not.- Filter host list by name, IP or URL.Showing only Open ports, which let you know whether the
discovered resources are safe or not.- Ability to delete
resource names and passwords that are not safe after
resource scan.- Displays a list of discovered resource names
and passwords.- Ability to specify whether to save
discovered resource names and passwords locally or not.File location to save discovered resource names and
passwords.- Automatic "Log on" options, if the selected
resource requires access to NT-based authentication for
resource access.- Support password change on the selected
resource for all users, if the "Auto-log on" option was
enabled.- Support for online resource scans
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System Requirements:

OS: Mac OS X 10.8.5 or higher Processor: 3.4 GHz Intel
Core i5 or faster Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce 8600M GT or better, AMD Radeon HD 5670 or
better, or Intel HD 4000 integrated graphics Hard Disk: 750
MB free hard disk space Additional Notes: DX10.0c
compatible with Mac OS X For the full version of this
software click here There have been major advances in the
availability and abilities of the
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